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EDUCATIONAL LANDSCAPE IN THE SUBJECT FIELD OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF 
EDUCATION

. Urgency of the research.
The relevance of the research topic derives 
from the fact that education is an important 
social institution and is always in the center of 
civilization.

Target setting. It is not a coincidence 
that due to globalization, such terms as 
"landscape", "space", "cartography", 
"environment", "relief" became widespread in 
the lexicon of humanities, independently from 
geography as a scientific paradigm. This led to 
the emergence of a new term "educational 
landscape" in the field of educational 
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research.
Actual scientific researches and issues 

analysis. The concept of educational 
landscapes and the dynamics of their changes 
from different directions are explored by 
M. Gibbons, S. Marginson, M. van der Vende, 
K. Olds, S. Robertson, H. Whitebred, M. Tezar 
and others.

The research objective. The purpose of 
the article is the author's presentation of the 
concept of "educational landscape" as a way 
of learning and interpretation of education.

The statement of basic materials. The 
article analyzes the educational landscape in 
the subject field of the philosophy of education. 
Characteristics that distinguish this concept 
from other ways of representing educational 
reality are described: plasticity, dynamism, 
anthropology, vitality, spatialily, 
compositionality, semanticity, symbolism, 
temporality, rhythmicity, polyscale, hybridity, 
contextuality, situationalcity. The general 
paradigm of studying the educational 
landscape as a social phenomenon is 
proposed. The three poles are shpown, around 
which the study of educational landscapes is 
centered: subjective ("individual"), 
intersubjective ("society"), symbolic 
("culture"). 

Conclusions. Five basic approaches 
were identified: individual, typological, 
metaphorical, constructivist, and mythological. 
Prospects of research in the field of typology 
and methods of research of educational 
landscapes are outlined.

Keywords: philosophy of education,
educational landscape, changes at educational 
landscapes.
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and Innovation: Changing Dynamics Report on the UNESCO Forum on Higher 

Education, Research and Knowledge 2001–2009» [11

[11 8], «changes in the landscape of higher education» [11 10], «diverse 

landscape» [11 13], «the UK higher education landscape» [11

–

–
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landscape» [6 8], «the higher education landscape» [6 9], «todays digital 

landscape» [6 10], «the modern educational landscape» [6 11], «the 

Canadian Education Landscape» [6 25], «the shifting landscape of higher 

education) [6 27] «changing the landscape of learning» [6,

–

D. Mattheou) [10

-
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37.0

CONSTRUCTIVIST PARADIGM AS A PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF 
MODERN HIGHER EDUCATION

Urgency of the research. Scientific 
establishment is interested in the 
transformation processes of the institute of
education and gives an impetus to 
methodological search and establishment of 
factors that serve as a measure of discursive 
coherence of the orientations of the 
educational space subjects with renewed 
educational imperatives.

Target setting. Indivisibility of the 
consciousness of the subject and the potential 
of the environment, which in fact form a single 


